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The ability of vortex generators (VG) to reduce the unsteady distortion at the exit plane
of an S-duct (AIP) is investigated. The 3 components of the velocity at the AIP were
measured using a Stereo Particle Velocimetry system with high spatial resolution. This
enabled an assessment of the synchronous swirl distortion at the duct exit. A total of nine VG
cases have been investigated with a systematic variation of key design variables. Overall the
VGs change the duct secondary flows and separation and are able to substantially
restructure the flow field at the AIP. The pressure distortion could be reduced up to 50%
and a reduction in pressure loss of 30% was achieved for the mean flow field. The VGs have
a substantial influence on the unsteadiness of the flow field with a reduction in peak swirl
unsteadiness of 61% and an overall reduction of unsteady swirl distortion of 67%. They also
suppress the primary unsteady flow switching mechanism of the datum configuration which
is associated with the oscillation of bulk and twin swirl regimes. Consequently, extreme
events which leads to high swirl intensity are suppressed which lower by 45% the maximum
swirl intensity for the VG cases.
Nomenclature
A = Cross section area
AR = Area Ratio
c = Vortex generator length
D = S-duct cross section diameter
DC60 = 60˚ sector distortion coefficient
H = S-duct centreline offset
h = Vortex generator height
L = S-duct axial length
ls = Vortex generator lateral spacing
M = Mach number
P0 = Total pressure
PR = Pressure recovery ratio
q = Dynamic head
R = S-duct cross section radius
ReD = Reynolds number based on the inlet diameter
r = Radial coordinate from the AIP centre
SI = Swirl Intensity distortion descriptor
SP = Swirl Pairs distortion descriptor
SD = Swirl Directivity distortion descriptor
u, v, w = Cartesian velocity vector components
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Greek symbols
α = Swirl angle (˚)
αs = Vortex generator angular spacing (˚)
βs = Vortex generator toe angle (˚)
Δx = Distance between VG centreline axial position and nominal separation point
Δη = Relative loss in total pressure ratio
δ = Boundary layer thickness
θs = Circumferential extent in which the vortex generator are placed (˚)
Operators
∙ = time average
= area weighted average
σ = standard deviation
Subscripts
AIP = Aerodynamic Interface Plane (0.24Dout downstream the S-duct outlet plane)
in = S-duct inlet plane
out = S-duct outlet plane
ref = Reference plane (0.9Din upstream the S-duct inlet plane)
I. Introduction
mbedded propulsion systems are sometimes used in the aircraft industry and are generally associated with
complex aero-engine intakes. These types of intakes are expected to play a major role in the next generation of
aircraft as part of an alternative to conventional transport configurations 1. Fully or partially integrated propulsion
systems are used for their potential overall benefit with possible reductions in drag and noise. However, S-shaped
intake diffusers for the propulsion system are susceptible to high levels of flow unsteadiness and distortion. This is
typically driven by secondary flows and local flow separations 2,3. As a result, complex total pressure and swirl
distortion fields, with significant vortical regions and large unsteady perturbations, are presented to the first stage of
the compression system. This can adversely affect the whole engine performance, operability and structural integrity
4,5.
The potentially negative impact of distortion on the turbomachinery components for embedded propulsion
system has received notable attention 5–10. However, it is still one of the main challenges regarding the design of
complex intakes. The effect of steady bulk swirl on the compression system is relatively well understood with a
change of blade loading which affects the surge margin. Previous studies have shown that the introduction of steady
counter-rotating swirl with total pressure distortion at the inlet of a compressor can significantly reduce, or erase, the
stability margin 4. In addition, flow distortions associated with an S-duct configuration are unsteady which can also
promote stall inception in the compressor system 7,10. Previous studies based on time averaged flow field
measurements or steady computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations, highlighted a pair of counter-rotating
vortices at the Aerodynamic Interface Plane (AIP) at the duct exit. This is associated with a loss in total pressure in
the lower sector of the AIP 3,11,12. However, it was demonstrated by Berens et al. 13 that time averaged data can be
misleading, and the use of Delayed Detached Eddy Simulations (DDES) revealed the notable flow unsteadiness
present at the AIP for an S-duct (Figure 1) (AR=1.4, L/Din=4.67, H/L=0.23). It was also concluded that the
assessment of distortion has to take into account the unsteadiness
of the flow field. Garnier 14 investigated the AIP flow field for an
S-duct (AR=1.52, L/Din=4.95, H/L=0.50) based on unsteady
total pressure data acquired with 40 high-bandwidth transducers.
High levels of total pressure fluctuations were identified at the
centre of the AIP with the postulation of a lateral oscillation of
the loss region associated with the main secondary flow vortices.
Zachos et al. 15 applied Stereo Stereoscopic Particle Image
Velocimetry (S-PIV) to measure the distorted velocity field at
the outlet of two S-duct configurations with different vertical
offsets (H/L=0.27 and 0.50). The synchronous, high spatial
resolution measurements revealed the unsteady nature of the
flow field for an S-duct which is the same geometry as that
studied in this paper. Strong streamwise velocity fluctuations
were identified close to the centre of the AIP with regions of
E
Figure 1. S-duct geometry definition
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maximum fluctuation postulated to be due to shear layer oscillations associated with the centreline separation. The
swirl angle fluctuations at the AIP were found to be driven by the unsteady circumferential velocity linked to the
strong secondary flows which arise within curved ducts. Furthermore, notable excursions from the mean flow field
was observed and characterised by the flow distortion descriptors. The assessment of the flow field based on each
snapshot revealed the presence of bulk swirling structures rotating either clockwise or anti-clockwise. Gil-Prieto et
al. 16 identified the inner ring (r/R = 0.32) of the AIP section as the most critical in terms of unsteady swirl distortion
for the same duct. The analysis pointed out a tri-modal state of oscillation of the flow corresponding to a positive
bulk swirl, twin swirl and negative bulk swirl. Peak values of swirl intensity in the inner rings were associated with
the bulk swirl pattern. Gil-Prieto et al. 16 also applied proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) on the velocity vector
field at the AIP to identify the most energetic coherent structures of the flow field. This highlighted two main
mechanisms present in the distorted flow field; a swirl switching mode and a vertical-perturbation mode 16.
Historically, distortion at the AIP for convoluted intakes has been partially addressed using flow control methods
which influence the flow structure inside the diffuser and prevent separation region. A number of previous studies
have investigated the use of passive flow control to reduce the steady distortion at the AIP for both rectangular 17–19
and circular ducts 11,20–23. Generally, in the form of arrays of co-rotating vortex generators (VGs), passive flow
control devices are used to modify the secondary flows inside the duct.
In addition, active flow control methods such as pulsed or continuous air jets 14,24 have also been studied.
Garnier 14 investigated the use of active flow control to successfully suppress the flow separation of an S-duct which
is the same as that investigated in the current work. The analysis revealed the sensitivity of the distortion at the AIP
to the jet frequency. For continuous blowing jets, the DC60 was improved from 0.25 to 0.12 at an AIP Mach number
of 0.4. An increase in unsteady distortion was observed when the pulsed jets were used. The combination of both
passive and active flow control devices were also investigated to reduce the risk of failure by only using active
control 18,25–27. In addition to providing a fail-safe mechanism with added adjustable control over the flow, an overall
reduction of 35% of the distortion was achieved by the use of the hybrid control system compared with the case
without flow controls 25.
The extensive experimental research of Reichert and Wendt 11 suggested that the improvement of an S-duct
aerodynamic performance due to vortex generators results from the suppression of the detrimental secondary flows
by redirecting the flow. This is different from the flow control method of the re-energisation of the boundary layer
from the VG streamwise vortices. Reichert and Wendt 11 used tapered fin vortex generators located upstream of the
separation point in a co-rotating pattern. The investigation comprised a variation in the numbers of VG and lateral
spacing (ls) with a VG height in the same order or magnitude as the local boundary layer thickness (h/δin=1.35). An
overall improvement in pressure based distortion descriptors at the AIP was achieved with a reduction of up to about
50% in DC60. The different configurations had a notable impact on the flow field and resulted in a wide range of
flow topologies at the AIP. For example, closely spaced VG configurations (ls/Din = 0.156) generated a single pair
of contra rotating vortices at the AIP. The configuration with relatively large spacing (ls/Din=0.5) indicated the
presence of independent multiple pairs of vortices at the AIP. Both sets of configurations led to a rise in static
pressure at the duct exit and an increase in the total pressure recovery (PR) of the diffuser between 0.40% and
0.78%. The measurements also demonstrated that for widely spaced VGs (ls/Din=0.5), a global improvement of the
flow field at the AIP could be achieved without systematically suppressing separation.
Anderson and Gibb 21 investigated the effect of rectangular VGs to reduce the distortion at the AIP on an S-duct
geometry (AR = 1.4, H/L =0.3). A reduction in DC60 of up to 80% at the AIP was achieved with a VG height (h/Rin)
of 0.070, a VG centreline axial position at 2Rin from the inlet and a number of VGs of 22 covering a circumferential
sector of 157.5˚. The comparison of the numerical and experimental data 22 showed the co-rotating VG
configuration was used to redistribute the low energy flow uniformly around the periphery of the engine face leaving
a high energy central region.
Recent investigations used the combination of RANS calculation and optimisation algorithms to find the
optimum VG configuration in terms of distortion reduction at the AIP 23,28,29. Yi et al. 28 performed an optimisation
for an S-duct geometry (AR = 1.4 , H/L = 0.3 ) using two different reduced-order computational models based on a
VG configuration developed by Anderson and Gibbs 21. These results showed that the DC60 could be reduced by up
to 96% while maintaining the pressure recovery ratio. Jirasek 29,30 performed several optimisation studies using
passive flow control devices with a vortex generator model implemented in a CFD method. It was found that the VG
height and distance from the initial start of the separation were the two most important parameters. The CFD results
predicted a decrease in DC60 up to 72% for an improvement of total pressure recovery of 1.5% in the case of a
double curvature serpentine duct 31 with the combination of VG rows placed at two different locations. The
equivalent experimental measurements showed a reduction of DC60 of 59% 31.
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Delot et al. 32 measured the total pressure at the AIP with 40 high frequency pressure probes as well as the static
pressure along a reduced scale version of the S-duct (AR = , H/Din = 1.34, H/L = ) previously investigated by
Wellborn et al. 3. Several sets of vortex generator were investigated. The DC60 was reduced by up to 56% with a
decrease in total pressure peak fluctuations of 33%. This test case was used by the 2nd AIAA Propulsion
Aerodynamic Workshop where Scharnhorst and Delot 33 compiled the results of 53 simulations which were
compared with the steady experimental data. Overall, the pressure recovery and distortion levels at the AIP could
not be matched simultaneously by the computational methods which were also sensitive to the turbulence model.
The latter study demonstrated the limitation of 40 stagnation pressure sensors to validate CFD simulations. A more
appropriate level of spatial resolution provided by S-PIV measurements will help in the detailed comparison of
experimental and computational data for the evaluation of distortion at the AIP.
The aim of the present work is to assess the effect of vortex generators on both the steady and unsteady flow
field at the AIP for an S-duct based on high-resolution, synchronous S-PIV measurements. The effect of several VG
configurations on the flow field at the AIP is also evaluated in order to provide general design guidelines for future
research. The distortion of the mean flow field at the AIP is assessed with conventional pressure and swirl
descriptors. However, a statistical approach is used to assess the unsteady swirl distortion at the AIP obtained
through synchronous S-PIV measurements.
II. Methodology
A. Experimental facility
The experimental investigation was conducted using a transonic suck down intake rig (Figure 2). The S-duct
geometry used for this investigation was the high offset duct previously investigated by Zachos et al. 15 and Gil-
Prieto et al. 16. It is a circular section duct with a diffusion area of Aout/Ain=1.52, an offset to inlet diameter ratio of
H⁄Din =2.44 and a length to inlet diameter ratio L/Din of 4.95 (Table 1). The geometry is based on the previous work
of Garnier 14. The PIV measurement plane (AIP) was 0.29Din (36 mm) downstream of the S-duct outlet (Figure 2).
The total pressure measurements were taken at a plane 0.5 Din (60.8mm) from the S-duct outlet. Upstream of the S-
duct inlet, a constant diameter duct (Din = 121.6mm) was used where boundary layer measurements were acquired at
0.9Din (109.5mm) upstream the S-duct inlet. More detail of the experimental facility can be found in Zachos et al. 15.
The S-duct operating condition was defined in terms of the centreline inlet Mach number (Min). The inlet
conditions were measured at the reference plane located 0.9Din upstream of the S-duct inlet (Figure 2). In this work
the investigations were conducted at two inlet Mach numbers of 0.27 and 0.60 with a concomitant range in Reynolds
number based on the inlet diameter from ReD =     at nominal atmospheric pressure and
temperature about 100kPa and 288K respectively. The total pressure was measured using a Pitot probe with a 50kPa
range pressure transducer and a 16-bit DAQ card. Measurements were recorded for 10s at a sample rate of 900Hz.
The inlet reference Mach number was determined from the total pressure and wall static pressure measurements. For
the typical operating condition of Min=0.27 the measured boundary layer had a thickness (δin) of 8 mm (δin
/Din=0.066). At Min =0.6, δ was 7.5 mm.  
Figure 2. General arrangement of the test rig 15
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Table 1. S-duct geometric parameters
Parameter High-offset Duct
Din (mm) 121.6
Dout (mm) 150
L (mm) 601.6
Aout/Ain 1.52
L/Din 4.95
H/L 0.493
H/Din 2.44
The uncertainty on the inlet Mach number was
determined based on the uncertainties on the measured
static and total pressures as well as ambient pressure and
total temperature. The uncertainty assessment included both
deterministic and stochastic elements. Including the effect
of the tunnel calibration, the overall uncertainty on the
operating Mach number is
B. Total pressure measurements
The pressure measurements at the AIP are performed
using a working section that can incorporate 6 pressure
rakes and 6 static pressure taps. The section is able to rotate
with a 5 degree increment. Ten total pressure probes with a
tip diameter of 1.1 mm were mounted on a rake to measure the AIP total pressure field. Typically 1440 total
pressure measurements points are taken at the AIP with a radial resolution of approximately 3.74 mm and
circumferential resolution of 5°. Similarly 3-hole probe rakes were used to measure the swirl angle across the AIP
with 576 measurements points distributed as 8.75mm in the radial and 5° in the circumferential directions,
respectively. The pressure measurements were acquired at a sampling rate of 900Hz using 50kPa range pressure
transducers with a sample number of 10000.
C. S-PIV methods
A S-PIV system was used to measure the instantaneous 3 component velocity field at the AIP. The laser is a dual
cavity pulsed Nd: YAG laser with a wave length of 532 nm and a maximum power of 200mJ per pulse. An
articulated laser arm was used to deliver a light sheet with an estimated 2 mm thick light sheet at the AIP. The laser
arm was mounted onto a translation and rotation positioning system that allows the light sheet to be exactly placed
and controlled within the region of interest. Di-ehyl-hexyl-sebacate (DEHS) was used as the seeding material. The
seeding particles had an estimated diameter of 1 . Two TSI PowerView Plus 8MP rectangular sensors were used
with AF 1.8/D Nikkor lenses with a focal length of 50mm at a stand-off distance of 600mm. The two CCD cameras
were mounted symmetrically from each side of the rig at an angle of approximately 45 degrees. The aperture, focus
and Schiempflung arrangement were remotely controlled. The camera acquisition rate was 3.5Hz and 1500
snapshots were captured for each test case. The magnification factor and the viewing direction of each camera are
found by a calibration procedure using a spatial target plate marked by a rectangular grid of uniformly distributed
circular dots spaced by 10 mm. A 5-plane axial traverse method with an inter-plane spacing along the longitudinal
axis of 0.375mm was used to determine the spatial calibration factors.
The TSI Insight 4GTM was used for the calibration of the camera, the data acquisition and the post processing of
the images. The potential error due to misalignment between the calibration target and the laser light sheet was
corrected through a disparity correction also referred as automaping procedure. The automaping process was done in
an iterative way which includes multiple passes over 150 images for each data set. The cross correlation using a
Nyquist grid was applied on the dewarped images from both cameras. A total of five iterations per data set was
performed giving a mean miss-registration error around 3px 15. Further details of the process are presented by
Raffles et al. 34
The pre-processing was used with a background subtraction method to remove the visual impact of the seeding
accumulation, laser light reflection and static features in the pictures. A recursive Nyquist grid with 50% overlaps
was applied as a grid engine for the cross-correlation using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). A zeropadmask is used
to increase the spot detection and a Gaussian engine was used to locate the correlation peak during the FFT. The first
pass was executed over a 64px x 64px interrogation area with a 5px x 5px validation pass. The second pass
decreases the grid size to 32px x 32px with 50% overlap window for the cross correlation. A second validation pass
was performed including a vector smoothing process reducing to 10% the number of spurious vectors. After the
validation, a total number of approximately 14,000 vectors for the AIP was obtained.
The overall uncertainty of the system was calculated following the analysis of Raffles et al. 34. This analysis
takes into account the particle image displacement, particle image diameter, the seeding density the quantization
level and the background noise. The overall uncertainties for the in-plane and out of plane component of the velocity
field were respectively 6% and 8%. Zachos et al. 15 investigated the impact of the number of snapshots on the flow
statistics at Min=0.27. A data set of 2000 snapshots showed almost 0% change in average out of plane velocity and
an increase of 0.60% in standard deviation the out of plane velocity relative to a set of 1000 snapshots. Relative to a
data set of 1000 snapshot, a change in absolute average swirl angle and its standard deviation of 0.22% and 1.2%
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respectively were measured for a data set of 1500 snapshots. For this work, 1500 snapshots are considered sufficient
to assess the dynamic flow field.
D. Flow control characteristics
The effects of passive flow control devices were experimentally investigated though different configurations of
vortex generator (VG). In total, a set of nine VG configurations was used to assess the effect of VG size, axial
position and circumferential extent on the duct exit flow field at the AIP (Table 2). The vortex generators were made
of 0.2mm thick aluminium sheet with an orthogonal semi delta wing arrays. Two arrays of VGs were fixed on the
surface of the S-duct in a co-rotating configuration at each side of the duct symmetry plane. A range of VG heights
were assessed including    . The nominal inlet boundary layer was δin=8 mm (δin/Din =
0.066). The aspect ratio (c/h) was 0.25 with a constant toe angle (    of 16°. Three circumferential extents (  )
(Figure 3) of 67.5°, 97.5° and 157.5° were investigated in which the number of vortex generators was changed.
These circumferential extents correspond to 10, 14 and 22 VGs for a constant angular lateral spacing   of 16.6°.
Two additional cases were investigated with an   of 10 ˚and 20˚ over a circumferential extant of 105˚ and 90˚, 
respectively. The VG axial position is defined by the distance from the datum separation location which was
determined from oil flow visualisation (Figure 4). For the datum configuration, the nominal centreline separation
arises at an axial distance of 187 mm from the inlet. The first VG array was placed at the inlet of the duct at a
distance of    22.75 (182mm) upstream of the separation. The second and third axial positions were chosen
at an upstream distance of    = 14.0 (112mm) and 4.63 (37mm), respectively.
E. Distortion assessment for S-ducts
Several distortion descriptors are used to quantify and evaluate the effect of vortex generators on the flow field at the
AIP. The duct efficiency is evaluated with the pressure recovery (PR) which is the ratio between the area weighted
average total pressures at the AIP      and the reference pressure  ,    measured at the plane located 0.9Din
upstream of the S-duct inlet (Figure 2).
    
 ,    (1)
The relative loss in total pressure ratio is also characterised by:
        
     
(2)
Figure 3. Vortex generator schematic and nomenclature
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The DC (60) is also conventionally considered to evaluate the level of total pressure distortion at the AIP. It is
defined as the difference between the average total pressure      and the lowest mean total pressure on a 60˚
sector    ° non-dimentionalized by the mean dynamic head q of the AIP
35. The dynamic head is calculated
from the time-averaged wall static pressure measured with a circumferential resolution of 5° at the AIP.
     060° (3)
Several descriptors were proposed by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) in order to characterise the
distorted flow-field for swirl non-uniformities4. The AIP is discretised into several rings and each descriptor is
evaluated at each radial position based on the swirl angle distribution. A two-per-revolution swirl pattern is
illustrated in Figure 5 as an example for the ith-ring at the AIP. Positive and negative sector swirls,  ,   and  ,   ,
Figure 4. VG axial position definition
Table 2. Summary of VG configurations
Case  
number of
VG
axial
position
(Δx/δin)
VG
height
(h/δin)
VG
spacing
αs
 
VG1 67.5 14 4.63 0.88 15 16
VG2 97.5 10 4.63 0.88 15 16
VG3 157.5 22 4.63 0.88 15 16
VG4 97.5 14 4.63 0.63 15 16
VG5 97.5 14 14 0.63 15 16
VG6 67.5 10 22.75 0.63 15 16
VG7 105 22 14 0.63 10 16
VG8 90 10 14 1.25 20 16
VG9 97.5 14 4.63 1.25 15 16
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are defined as the mean swirl-angle value in each of
the swirling regions. The circumferential extent,  ,  
and  ,   , define the size of these swirling regions. The
swirl angle is considered positive in the counter-clock
wise direction when the AIP is view from
downstream.
The swirl intensity (SI) calculates the average
absolute swirl angle for a given ring (Eq.4). The swirl
directivity (SD) represents the overall sense of
rotation of the swirling flow in the ring (Eq. 5). The
swirl pairs (SP) indicates the number of swirl pairs
relative to the region in the ring which encloses the
highest absolute swirl angle content:
 ,    ,    ,    ,   4.
 ,    ,        ,    ,       (4)
 ,    ,        ,    ,      
 ,    ,        ,    ,       (5)
 ,    ,        ,    ,      
 ,    ,    ,    ,      ,…,  (6)
The swirl descriptors SD and SP are used to descripbe the shape of the swirl pattern in the ring evaluated (Figure
6, Figure 7). The AIP is divided in 9 equi-spaced rings with a circumferential resolution of 5˚ equivalent to 72 rakes.
The descriptors SI(i), SP(i) and SD(i) calculated for each rings are area wighted averaged to obtained one value of
SI, SP and SD per snapshot. The descriptors are then averaged in time to obtain the mean descriptors SImean, SPmean
and SDmean.
Figure 5. Twice per revolution swirl distortion pattern
from Gil-Prieto16 based on SAE4
Figure 6. Swirl Pairs and Swirl Directivity range for one-per-revolution swirl patterns based on SAE 4
Figure 7. Swirl Pairs and Swirl Directivity range for multiple-per-revolution swirl patterns based on SAE 4
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III. Results
The experimental work combines both S-PIV measurements and pressure measurements at the exit of the S-duct.
The nine vortex generator configurations were investigated at an inlet Mach number of 0.27 using the S-PIV system.
The total pressure at the AIP for seven of the configurations was also measured using low bandwidth probes at an
inlet Mach number of 0.27 and 0.60.
A. Effect of vortex generators on the mean flow field
1. Total pressure and swirl results
The mean flow field at the AIP for the datum configuration presents non-uniformities in both total pressure and
pressure based swirl angle distributions (Figure 8). The total pressure field demonstrates losses on the lower central
part of the AIP caused by the interaction between the classical secondary flows and centreline flow separation at the
first bend of the S-duct. The adverse pressure gradient established at the second bend of the S-Duct causes a second
loss region at the top of the AIP (Figure 8a). However, surface oil flow visualisations did not provide evidence of a
separation in this region. The mean swirl angle distribution indicates the presence of the well-known symmetric
vortex pair at the AIP, which was observed by Wellborn et al. 3. The variation from Min=0.27 to Min=0.60 does not
influence the shape of the mean total pressure and swirl angle fields at the AIP. However the pressure deficit in the
loss regions increases with the inlet Mach number with a reduction of PR ( 0    0,   ) from 0.990 to 0.958.
Vortex generators (VGs) are designed to reduce the unsteady distortion of the flow at the outlet of the S-duct by
the control of the secondary flows and the suppression of separated flow regions inside the S-duct. The VG
configurations have a substantial effect on the distributions of total pressure ratio (    ,   ) at the AIP (Figure 9).
The total pressure loss region in the lower centre part for the datum configuration is replaced by a higher uniform
total pressure flow field. However concentrated loss regions which differ in shape, intensity and extent from one
case to another are generated. An initial assessment of the impact of the VGs is considered in terms of average total
pressure ratio (PR) (Figure 10).
For both inlet Mach numbers (0.27 and 0.60) there is an overall increase in PR for all the VG configurations
investigated (Figure 10a). The effectiveness of the VGs is proportionally the same for both Mach numbers with a
similar reduction in loss relative to the datum case (Figure 10b). The best performance is provided by VG5
where there is a maximum increase in PR. At Min = 0.27 the PR increases from 0.99 to 0.993 while at Min=0.60,
the PR increases from 0.958 to 0.970. VG5 is a configuration with a low profile VG array which is positioned half
of the distance between the inlet and the separation point (      . Conversely,
although all the configurations provided an improvement in PR, VG9 (      )
produced the smallest relative benefit with an improvement in PR from 0.958 to 0.965 at Min = 0.6. In general, with
the exception of VG4 (         ), the configurations with the lower height VGs
provided the best improvements in PR (Figure 10).
The Mach number effect is similar for both the datum configuration and the VG configurations with a decrease
in PR when the inlet Mach number increases from 0.27 to 0.60. For the datum configuration, a reduction in PR from
0.990 to 0.958, which corresponds to a decrease of 3.3%, arises when the inlet Mach number increases from 0.27 to
0.6. The reduction in PR for the VG flow control cases is between 2.4% and 2.7% when the Mach number increases
from 0.27 to 0.60 which highlights that PR for the VG configurations are slightly less sensitive to Min relative to the
datum case.
Figure 8. Total pressure recovery (a) and swirl angle (b) field at the AIP for Min = 0.6
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Datum VG 1 VG 2 VG 4
VG 5 VG 6 VG 7 VG 9
Figure 9. Time averaged total pressure distributions at Min = 0.27
Figure 10. Time averaged total pressure recovery (a) and relative change in total pressure loss compare with the
datum configuration (b) at the AIP
Figure 11. Effect of VGs on the steady state distortion descriptor DC60
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The DC60 descriptor is a means to quantify the impact of the VG configurations on the mean total pressure
distortion levels (Figure 11). Unlike the total pressure recovery, the addition of the VGs can both increase and
reduce the DC60 relative to the datum case. However, it is also noteworthy, that the definition of the DC60
parameter means that it is sensitive to the location of the main loss region. For example, a pressure deficit region at
the centre of the AIP would provide a smaller DC60 compared to the case in which the same low-pressure flow is
radially positioned in a sector of the AIP.
The configurations VG1 and VG2 are located near the nominal axial separation point and have the same VG
height (       ). The only difference between these VG configurations is the number of
equi-spaced VGs, with a concomitant increase in the circumferential extent covered by the VGs from   67.5˚ to 
97.5˚ . For VG1, two loss regions appear at each side of the AIP which are associated with the presence of a pair of 
contra rotating vortices (Figure 9). This pattern was also observed in the flow control investigation by Delot et al. 32
and Reichert et al. 11. VG2 total pressure flow field is similar to that reported by Anderson et al. 22 and Jirasek 29
where the total pressure losses are located near the wall at the top sector of the AIP. For VG1 and VG2, the increase
of the extent covered by the VGs (  ) from 67.5˚ to 97.5˚ moves the loss region toward the upper periphery of the
AIP. However, a high value of   can increase the adverse pressure gradient due to the second bend of the duct and
promote flow separation at the top of the AIP (Figure 9). This is demonstrated in VG2, which shows deterioration in
both DC60 (Figure 11) and PR (Figure 10) due to the substantial loss at the upper sector of the section. VG4
presents the best characteristics in terms of DC60 (Figure 11) with a value of 0.10 at high inlet Mach number which
represents a decrease of 50% compared with the datum configuration. This is explained by the reduction in extent of
the loss regions that are circumferentially spread on the periphery of the AIP (Figure 9). VG5 and VG7 are both
located half the distance between the separation point and the inlet (    ). A similar circumferential extent
covered by the VGs is used for both configurations, with   and   for VG5 and VG7 respectively.
The only change in design variable is their lateral spacing and thus the number of VGs is 14 and 22. VG5 and VG7
pressure recovery are respectively 0.970 and 0.969 for Min = 0.6 (Figure 10). Therefore the increase of the number
of VGs does not significantly affect PR for this case. VG6 comprises 10 low profile VGs (     
) located at the inlet of the S-duct (    ). In this case two distinct pressure losses are generated at each
side of the AIP increasing the DC60 up to 0.24 for Min = 0.6. VG9 (        
presents the highest level of distortion with a DC60 about three times greater compared with the datum
configuration for Min=0.6 (Figure 11). This is caused by the strong secondary losses generated at the top AIP by the
tall VGs (    ).
Therefore the introduction of VGs can significantly modify the total pressure field at the AIP. Overall, a positive
impact of up to 1.28% is observed for the pressure recovery ratio which can directly improve the overall propulsion
efficiency. DC60 tends to be very sensitive to the configuration used. DC60 can be reduced by half with VG4 that
comprise low profile VGs placed near the nominal centreline separation (      ).
2. S-PIV results
The datum and the nine vortex generator configurations were investigated using the S-PIV measurement system
to obtain the 3 component velocity field at the AIP. The time averaged and some unsteady aspects of the flow field
for the datum configuration were previously investigated by Zachos et al. 15 for the same S-duct configuration (H/D
= 2.44) at an inlet Mach number range between 0.27 and 0.60. The impact of the Mach number on the streamwise
velocity field     was found to be minor. Zachos et al. 15 also found that the Mach number had a very
limited impact on both the time averaged and fluctuating swirl angle flow field. Therefore, only a single inlet Mach
number of 0.27 is considered in the present S-PIV investigation for the swirl distortion assessment.
For the datum configuration, the combination of the separation region that occurs at the first bend of the S-duct
and the secondary flow field promoted by the curvature generates a deficit in streamwise velocity at the AIP (Figure
12). This region of low streamwise velocity is associated with a loss in total pressure (Figure 10). The analysis of the
time averaged swirl angle ( ) distribution for the datum configuration (Figure 13) shows a pair of counter-rotating
swirling regions on both side of the symmetry axis of the AIP with absolute values of as high as 15˚ are measured
near the lower sector of the AIP. However, the low streamwise velocity region at the centre of the AIP is associated
with relatively low absolute swirl angles. The time averaged in-plane velocity streamlines for the datum
configuration (Figure 12) indicates the well-known symmetrical pair of counter rotating vortices observed by
Wellborn et al 3.
Relative to the datum configuration, all the VG configurations have a notable impact on the out of plane velocity
flow field at the AIP (Figure 12). The introduction of vortex generators alters the shape, extent and intensity of both
the velocity deficit and the swirling structures. The regions of low-streamwise velocity are co-located with the low
total pressure regions (Figure 9). The vortical structures inferred from total pressure measurement are confirmed by
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a) Datum b) VG1 c) VG2 d) VG3 e) VG4
f) VG5 g) VG6 h) VG7 i) VG8 j) VG9
Figure 12. Non-dimensional time averaged out of plane velocity with in-plane stream lines from S-PIV at Min=0.27
a) Datum b) VG1 c) VG2 d) VG3 e) VG4
f) VG5 g) VG6 h) VG7 i) VG8 j) VG9
Figure 13. Time averaged swirl angle from S-PIV at Min=0.27
the swirl angle distribution (Figure 13) and the in-plane velocity streamline (Figure 12) for the vortex generator
configurations. For all the VGs configurations, the flow topology is modified with a suppression of the central loss
region visible in the datum case. Instead a high velocity core is associated with a bulk downward pitching of the
mainly attached flow field at the centre part of the AIP (Figure 14). As a result the naturally occurring secondary
vortices are modified into two separate swirling regions which have migrated toward the periphery of the AIP.
The notable effect of the VGs is evident in the time averaged swirl distribution (Figure 13). Apart from cases 4
and 6, the swirl distribution pattern is made of two pairs of positive and negative swirl angle regions. High levels of
swirl angle are present at the centre of the AIP as well as near the walls. This is due to the presence of a pair of
vortices which rotate in the opposite direction compared to the datum flow. The position and strength of these vortex
pairs are sensitive to the design conditions of the VGs. The time-averaged flow fields for VG4 and VG6 present
lower levels of swirl angle than for the other VG configurations at the AIP. However, multiple regions of opposite
swirl angle which characterise more than one pair of vortices can be noticed (Figure 13e and f). For example, the in-
plane velocity streamlines for VG6 (Figure 12f) show three contra-rotating vortices associated with the low velocity
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regions located at both side of the symmetry plane. As a result, the swirl angle distribution is disrupted into weaker,
smaller regions compare with the other VG configurations (Figure 13f). The rotation sense of the central vortex pair
suggests that the naturally occurring secondary flows are not totally suppressed by the vortex generators for VG4
and VG6 (Figure 12e and f).
Therefore, as for the total pressure flow field, the vortex generators significantly modify the streamwise velocity.
The in-plane velocity field is also substantially affected, which ultimately modifies the swirl angle distribution at the
AIP. In all cases the datum secondary flows are suppressed. As a result, new pairs of vortices are generated at the
AIP that relocate the loss regions toward the periphery of the AIP (Figure 12). These changes typically result in a
pitch down region which suggests the suppression of the centreline streamwise separation region observed for the
datum configuration. However substantially higher levels of mean swirl angle (Figure 13) are generated by the new
secondary flows.
B. Vortex generator effect on the unsteady flow field
One of the keys benefits of S-PIV is the ability to obtain synchronous data across the full AIP. This allows the
distorted flow field to be evaluated at each snapshot and thereby enables a statistical assessment of the instantaneous
dynamic flow distortion. Although the time averaged solution of the flow field at the AIP is symmetric, previous
experimental studies have demonstrated the unsteady nature of the flow field 15. The time averaged distribution of
the swirl angle (Figure 13) provides a misleading message about the importance of the high swirl angle regions at
the AIP. For the datum configuration, the region of relatively low mean out of plane velocity (Figure 12a) located
near the bottom centre sector of the AIP is associated with moderate time averaged swirl angle values from -6˚ to 6˚
(Figure 13a). However, high swirl unsteadiness are present on the lower sector of the AIP with values of the
standard deviation of swirl (  ), as high as 15.8˚ (Figure 15a). Therefore the inner section of the AIP is also subject
to large swirl values due to high  . Gil-Prieto et al. 16 also reported the presence of peak values in absolute swirl
angle higher than 25˚ along a circumferential locus of r/R = 0.32.
The use of VGs significantly reduces the dynamic levels of the swirl angle for all the controlled-flow cases
(Figure 15). However some configurations demonstrate more fluctuation in and present different flow topologies
relative to the other VG cases. For example, the region of high unsteady   for VG1, VG5 and VG7 (Figure 15) are
associated with regions of low out of plane velocity on each side of the AIP (Figure 12). These regions of fluctuating
swirl are separated by a relatively steady flow field located on the symmetry axis of the AIP. For example, for VG1,
  and (Figure 15b). Therefore, the two vortical regions on each side of the AIP generated by the new
secondary flow field for VG1, VG5 and VG7 are confined in their respective loss regions. As a result, there is a
limited interaction between the two loss regions on each side of the AIP which contribute to the global reduction in
unsteadiness of the flow field compare to the datum configuration. VG 4 and VG6 do not seem to generate enough
secondary flows to totally suppress the separation region due to the curvature of the duct. Both configurations
presented multiple pairs of vortices for the time averaged solution with relatively low pitching down velocity levels
a) Datum b) VG1 c) VG2 d) VG3 e) VG4
f) VG5 g) VG6 h) VG7 i) VG8 j) VG9
Figure 14. Non-dimensional time averaged vertical velocity from S-PIV at Min= 0.27
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in the central region compared with the other VG configurations (Figure 14). As a result, the swirl unsteadiness is
increased on the bottom sector of the AIP with values of   of and for VG4 and VG6 respectively.
VG2 and VG3 present similar patterns with the unsteady swirl region circumferentially distributed near the
periphery of the AIP (Figure 15b, c). For these configurations, the VGs generate strong secondary flows resulting in
high swirl angle value near the top periphery of the AIP (Figure 13b, c). However the core flow of the AIP is
stabilised with   values between 0˚ and 3˚ (Figure 15b, c). The convergence of the large swirling structure at the
top of the AIP also generates peak levels of instabilities reaching almost 22˚ associated with a loss in both mean 
stream-wise velocity (Figure 12b, c) and mean total pressure (Figure 9). VG8 shows relatively low levels of   with
fluctuations in swirl angle present in the upper sector of the AIP (Figure 15i). Overall the average peak swirl
unsteadiness for all the VG cases is 61% lower than the datum configuration.
a) Datum b) VG1 c) VG2 d) VG3 e) VG4
f) VG5 g) VG6 h) VG7 i) VG8 j) VG9
Figure 15. Swirl angle standard deviation from S-PIV at Min = 0.27
Table 3. Area-averaged swirl descriptors statistical properties at Min = 0.27
Datum VG1 VG2 VG3 VG4 VG5 VG6 VG7 VG8 VG9
     8.66 5.54 8.27 9.43 4.90 4.93 4.39 6.36 5.77 8.89
   1.61 0.58 0.65 0.66 0.47 0.39 0.32 0.57 0.44 0.65
    15.51 8.46 10.13 11.91 6.86 6.31 5.27 8.83 7.59 11.26
     0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.08 -0.08 -0.08 0.03 0.01 0.04 -0.02
   0.38 0.20 0.13 0.13 0.20 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.16 0.10
    0.90 0.60 0.42 0.28 0.62 0.28 0.51 0.54 0.51 0.30
     0.98 1.15 1.06 1.02 1.36 1.22 1.46 1.14 1.25 1.09
   0.15 0.13 0.09 0.08 0.20 0.14 0.17 0.12 0.12 0.09
    1.61 1.73 1.43 1.29 2.22 1.90 2.10 1.61 1.72 1.40
    0.57 0.68 0.79 0.79 0.84 0.91 1.02 0.82 0.85 0.84
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C. Swirl distortion statistical analysis
The quantification of the effect of the vortex generators upon the distorted flow field was assessed using the
swirl distortion descriptors presented in Section II. The descriptors are first calculated for each ring for each
snapshot. The area weighted average of the ring based descriptors is then computed to obtain a single value per
snapshots. The statistics of the area-averaged descriptors are then calculated. An assessment of the swirl distortion
descriptors for the datum configuration was previously done by Zachos et al. 15 . The descriptor characteristics for
each vortex generator cases are presented in Table 3.
1. Swirl intensity analysis
As anticipated by the time-averaged swirl angle distribution, the mean swirl intensity (SImean) for the vortex
generator configurations varies from one case to another (Figure 16). VG2, VG3 and VG9 present similar or higher
values of SImean compared to the datum flow field (SImean=8.66), with values of approximately 8.3˚, 9.4˚ and 8.9 ˚, 
respectively. However the maximum swirl intensity is reduced for these three configurations, with     = 10.1˚, 
11.9˚ and 11.3˚ respectively, compared with 15.5˚ for the datum configuration. For VG2, VG3 and VG9, the 
difference between the maximum value of SI and their mean value is reduced. The ratio          for the datum
configuration is 1.8 while for VG2, VG3 and VG9,          = 1.2, 1.3 and 1.3 respectively. In addition, the
standard deviation of SI (   ) is reduced from 1.61 ˚ for the datum configuration to 0.65 ˚, 0.66 ˚ and 0.65 ˚ for VG2, 
VG3 and VG9 respectively. Therefore, although the new secondary flows generated can slightly increase the
average level of SImean at the AIP, it also reduces the unsteadiness of the flow field and its peak swirl intensity
values.
The rest of the VG configurations present lower SImean, SImax and    value compared with the datum
configuration (Figure 16). The configuration VG4 to VG7, with the lowest height investigated (    = 0.63),
performs better with a range of SImean between 4.4˚ and 6.4˚, and SImax between 5.3˚ and 8.8˚. The SI fluctuations are
also substantially reduced compared with the datum configuration. VG6 (        
), present the best statistics in terms of SI, the    value is reduced by 80% and the SImax by 66% compare with
the datum configuration. Overall the average    reduction over all the VG cases is about 67% compared with the
datum configuration.
2. SP-SD cloud maps
The analysis of the descriptors SD and SP can provide an insight of the instantaneous flow structure and its
variations. The instantaneous relationship between the two descriptors can be identified with cloud maps as
presented for VG1, VG2, VG4 and VG5 in Figure 17a-d. Each point corresponds to the value of SD-SP for one
single snapshot. Although the time averaged flow field for the datum configuration exhibit a symmetrical twin
vortex pattern, the unsteady nature flow field was previously demonstrated by Zachos et al. 15 and is highlighted by
the scatter of the SP-SD cloud map (Figure 17a-d). The large range of SP values from 0.57 to 1.61 combined with
SD values ranging from SD = -0.84 to +0.90 (Table 3) for the datum configuration demonstrates the deviation of the
swirl pattern from the well-known symmetrical vortex pair arrangement. Furthermore, events associated with
and characterise the presence of a co- or counter rotating bulk swirl at the AIP which is proven
Figure 16. Swirl intensity statistical properties at Min = 0.27
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to affect the surge margin 4. Zachos et al. 15 identified that a biased flow toward one side were generally associated
with large value of SImean. These extreme events were also confirmed by Gil-Prieto et al. 16 in which the study of the
inner ring (r/R = 0.32) showed a tri-modal flow field: negative bulk swirl (SP=0.5, SD=-1), symmetric twin-swirl
(SP=1, SD=0) and positive bulk swirl (SP=0.5, SD=+1). It was concluded from the SP-SD relationship that the flow
experiences a bulk-to-twin switching mechanism in which the flow oscillates from one positive or negative bulk
swirl to twin vortex pattern 16.
The reduction in unsteadiness for SD and SI due to the new secondary flows generated by the effect of the vortex
generators is highlighted by the cloud plot for VG1, VG2, VG4 and VG5 (Figure 17e-f). The VGs have a significant
impact on the flow field structure where the bulk swirl events associated with and are
suppressed. Among all the VG configurations, VG1 (     ) presents events that are
the closest to a bulk swirl pattern with SPmin and |SDmax| values respectively 0.68 and 0.60 (Table 3). However this
corresponds to the presence in the section of an asymmetric vortex pair with one covering a greater portion of the
AIP while the other is confined to a smaller area. Therefore the flow topology of extreme events for the VG cases
moves away from a bulk swirl topology toward a relatively less unsteady system of multiple regions of swirling
flow as SPmean is higher than unity for all the configurations (Table 3). The range of SD value for VG2 and VG5 is
reduced to [-0.45-0.45] associated with a one third reduction of    compared to the datum configuration. Compared
to the other VG cases, a higher range of SD values for VG4 is comprised between SD = [-0.65, 0.65] due to the
higher swirl unsteadiness on the bottom half of the AIP (Figure 15). Furthermore, SP values for VG4 typically range
from 0.8 to 2.0 which indicate a relatively unstable system of multiple swirling structures at the AIP. Therefore, the
relationship between SD and SP demonstrates the suppression of the bulk-to-twin switching mechanism due to the
vortex generators. Instead, a system of multiple regions of swirling flow induced by the new secondary flows is
generated at the AIP.
3. SD-SI cloud maps
For the datum configuration, high SI values are generally associated with large excursions of SD value from the
mean (Figure 17e-f) as previously highlighted by Zachos et al. 15. The investigation by Gil-Prieto et al. 16 for the
inner ring (r/R = 0.32) of the AIP also concluded that the highest SI values were promoted by bulk swirl events with
SD values of and SP = 0.5. It is important to notice that the present investigation is calculating the distortion
descriptors over the full AIP and therefore local extreme events in the AIP have a tendency to be damped by the area
averaged process over the rings. This explains why nominally pure bulk swirl is not demonstrated by the SD-SP
cloud maps (Figure 17). Nevertheless, those extreme events are still visible for the datum configuration and a
significant effect of the VGs on the flow fields is visible at the AIP.
The use of VGs reduce the SI-SD scatter for all the configurations. This was anticipated by the great reduction in
standard deviation of both SI and SD (Table 3) for the VG configurations. The maximum values of SI for the VG
cases are no longer associated with large excursions from the mean flow field. More importantly, large excursion in
SI from the mean value is not recurrent as it was the case for the datum configuration. Therefore not only do the
VGs reduce the SImean, but they also keep the fluctuation relatively small for all the range of SD.
D. Specific analysis for the datum and VG5 configurations
The statistical analysis provided some insight on the unsteadiness of the flow at the AIP for the datum
configuration. The assessment of several snapshots for the datum configuration highlights the unsteady nature of the
flow field in which the tri-modal state 16 of the flow can be qualitatively identified. The instantaneous out of plane
velocity (Figure 18a) combined with the in-plane velocity streamlines reveals the large excursion of the flow
structure from a twin pattern vortices previously shown by the mean flow field. The assessment of the instantaneous
swirl distribution also demonstrates the unsteady nature of the flow with large swirl angles that can cover the full
AIP (Figure 18b). A more detail analysis is provided by Gil-Prieto et al. 16 where the proper orthogonal
decomposition method is used to identify the dynamic modes of the flow at the AIP.
The instantaneous flow field at the AIP for VG5 (      ), which presents the
best compromise between the improvements in the SI, SP and SD characteristics, is also qualitatively assessed. As
indicated by the standard deviation of the swirl angle distributions (Figure 15f), the swirl regions generated by the
new secondary flows on each side of the AIP does not merged together and stay confined in the periphery on the
section (Figure 19). Sample plots of instantaneous in-plane velocity stream lines reveal a multiple swirl patterns
generated on both side of the AIP. It can be pointed out that the S-PIV system successfully captured both large and
small scale structures at the AIP which is not possible to obtain with conventional total pressure measurements from
an 8x5 rake.
a)
b)
c)
d)
Figure
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The skewness and kurtosis for the datum configuration and VG5 are added to the statistical assessment of the
swirl descriptors (Table 4). In both cases, the SI descriptor shows a distribution close to normal with a kurtosis equal
to 3.2 and 3.1 for the datum configuration and VG5 respectively. However the standard deviation of SI for VG5 is
decreased by 75% compare with the datum configuration. The reduced scatter in SI value is further indicated by
peak-to-peak values which are 2.4˚ and 10.6 ˚ for VG5 and the datum configuration respectively (Table 4). Both 
configurations have a positive skewness indicating the greater likelihood of the occurrence of adverse swirl
distortion events. However the skewness of SI for VG5 is half the one of the datum configuration. The mean value
of SP for the datum configuration and VG5 are 0.98 and 1.22 respectively. As a result the likelihood to obtain a bulk
swirl event (SP = 0.5, SD = ) is substantially lower for VG5. On the other end, multiple pairs of vortices exist in
the unsteady flow field for VG5. A greater likelihood of occurrence of multiple swirling structures at the AIP is
characterised by a greater SP skewness of 0.65 for VG5. The kurtosis of SD for the datum configuration is 2.4,
lower than the normal distribution value of 3.0. As a result a flatter distribution is achieved for SD which indicates
the higher probability of bulk swirl event at the AIP with SD value from -0.84 to 0.90. In contrast for VG5 the SD
ranges from -0.28 to 0.40 which confirms the suppression of bulk swirl events at the AIP (Table 4). Overall VG5
a)
b)
Figure 18. Datum configuration instantaneous out of plane velocity (a) and swirl angle (b) flow field from S-PIV
at Min=0.27
a)
c)
Figure 19. VG5 configuration instantaneous out of plane velocity (a) and swirl angle (b) flow field from S-PIV at
Min=0.27
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presents a system of multiple pair of vortices with a reduced likelihood of extreme swirl events compared with the
datum configuration.
E. Design parameter evaluation
Both total pressure measurements and S-PIV measurements have shown a variation in total pressure recovery
and distortion descriptors due to a change in the vortex generator configuration. Three VG design variables were
mainly investigated for this survey corresponding to the circumferential extent (  ) the VGs height (h/δin) and their
centreline axial location (    ). Furthermore, the number of VGs and lateral spacing (  ) were also varied at a
constant  . Although the survey was not seen as an optimisation process, some conclusions can be made on the
isolated effect of those design variables.
The effect of  , defined as the circumferential location where the vortex generator arrays are placed for each
half of the duct (Figure 3), was assessed with VG1, VG2 and VG3 with   respectively.
The circumferential spacing between the vortex generators was kept constant, which resulted in 10, 14 and 22 vortex
generators for VG1, VG2 and VG3, respectively. For these configurations, the mean flow presents a pair of counter-
rotating vortices (Figure 12). The core location of those vortices are circumferentially moved towards the upper
sector of AIP as the circumferential extent (  ) is increased. However the assessment of the unsteady snapshot
provided by the synchronous S-PIV measurements revealed that multiple pairs of vortices were present at the AIP.
This is confirmed by the SPmean >1 for each of these configurations (Table 3). When   varies from 67.5 to 157.5 ,
SPmean is reduced from 1.15 to 1.02 and the minimum to maximum range decreased from 1.05 to 0.50. Therefore the
flow structure tends toward a single pair of vortices as   increases (Figure 20a). However, the addition of the vortex
generators also generates stronger new secondary flows characterised by an increase in absolute swirl angle with
region of near the periphery of the AIP (Figure 13). The SImean is also increased from 5.5˚ to 9.4˚ (Figure 
20b). Furthermore, with a high   , the potency of the VG induced secondary flow results in a convergence of the
swirling structure at the top of the AIP and a region of low streamwise velocity with an increase in the swirl
unsteadiness in the upper sector.
VG4, VG2 and VG9 present the same design characteristics (      ) except for the VG
heights (h/δin) which are respectively 0.63δin, 0.88δin and 1.25δin. For an inlet Mach number of 0.60, the DC60
varies monotonically from 0.10 to 0.54 as the VGs height increases from 0.63δin to 1.25δin (Figure 11). The
associated PR values are relatively unchanged. The level of swirl intensity at the AIP is also increased by the VGs
height from 4.9˚ to 8.9˚ for a variation in h/ δin from 0.63 to 1.25 respectively (Figure 21a). The increase of the swirl
intensity fluctuation due to the VGs height can be explained by the larger mean value achieved. Due to the higher
VGs, the flow topology for VG2 and VG9 does not present any swirl angle fluctuations at the bottom of the AIP as
it was the case for VG4 (Figure 15e). However the higher VGs (VG2 and, VG9) promote fluctuations on the top of
the AIP. The mean out of plane velocity field (Figure 12j) suggests large and strong swirling structures due to the
highest VG configuration (VG9) which also generates swirl angle fluctuations in the usually-steady core of the AIP
(Figure 15j). An increase in h/δin tends to stabilise the flow structure with SPmean values converging toward unity
(Figure 21b). Overall the increase in h/δin generates stronger secondary flows with higher values of SImean, however
it also stabilises the flow by reducing the swirl unsteadiness.
Table 4. Desciptors statistics for the datum configuration and VG case 5
Datum at Min = 0.27 VG 5
SI SP SD SI SP SD
mean 8.7˚ 0.98 0.00 4.9˚ 1.22 -0.08
σ 1.6˚ 0.15 0.38 0.4˚ 0.14 0.12
Skewness 0.6 0.44 0.15 0.3 0.65 0.02
kurtosis 3.2 3.30 2.40 3.1 3.69 2.82
Max 15.5˚ 1.61 0.90 6.3˚ 1.90 0.28
Min 4.9˚ 0.57 -0.84 3.9˚ 0.91 -0.40
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IV. Conclusion
This paper presented the effect of passive flow control devices on the unsteady flow field at the exit of a
convoluted S-duct intake. The detailed characteristics of the datum and controlled flow fields at the AIP have been
assessed through the use of high resolution and synchronous S-PIV measurements. This enabled the statistical
evaluation of the swirl distortion descriptors at the AIP to quantify the effect of vortex generators (VGs) on the
unsteady distorted flow field. In addition, the total pressure flow field at the AIP was measured to determine the
pressure based distortion descriptors. Thus, for the first time total pressure and 3-D velocity based measurements
could be conjointly assessed at the exit of an S-duct.
The total pressure deficit typically observed at the AIP is associated with a pair of counter rotating vortices.
Overall, the addition of vortex generators controls the flow separation and secondary flows and tends to relocate the
main loss and vortical regions towards the periphery of the AIP. As a result, the DC60 is substantially affected with
a reduction of up to 50% compared with the datum configuration. However, the addition of VGs can both increase
and reduce the DC60 relative to the datum case. Pressure recovery (PR) was improved in all the VG cases with a
reduction of 30% in pressure loss. The VGs can also generate substantially higher levels of swirl intensity at the AIP
compared with the datum configuration. In these cases, large swirl angles up to 35˚ are measured near the periphery 
of the AIP. However SImean was decreased in most of the VG cases, with a reduction of nearly 50% for some
configuration.
The synchronous S-PIV measurements revealed the unsteady nature of the flow field at the AIP. For the datum
configuration, large deviations from a pair of twin vortex were observed to be associated with a high value of SI up
to nearly twice the SImean. Those extreme events are identified by the instantaneous swirl descriptors SP and SD that
demonstrated the presence of bulk swirl events at the AIP. As a result, large fluctuations in swirl angle are generated
at the AIP. The instantaneous flow field for the VG cases also demonstrated unsteady features with typically
multiple pairs of vortices present at the AIP. However, unlike the datum configuration, the positions of these
vortices are confined to the periphery of the AIP. As a result, all the VG configurations contributed to the reduction
of the flow unsteadiness by reducing the swirl angle fluctuations with an overall 67% reduction in    compare with
the datum configuration. The bulk-to-twin swirl switching mechanism identified for the datum configuration is
suppressed by the VGs. Consequently, bulk swirl extreme events identified for the datum configuration are
suppressed which substantially reduce the overall SImax by 45% for the VG configurations.
The studies also demonstrated the sensitivity of the flow field at the AIP regarding key VG design parameters.
Overall it was found that an increase in circumferential spacing   tends to stabilise the flow. High value of  
circumferentially move the location of the vortices towards the periphery of the upper sector of the AIP and increase
the swirl intensity. However, high values of   lead to the promotion of the unsteadiness in the upper sector with
substantial losses generated in both total pressure and streamwise velocity. The flow pattern was also very sensitive
to the VG height. Lower VGs tends to generate less swirl intensity and a better PR. However they have a reduced
effect on the classical secondary flows and consequently more swirl unsteadiness at the AIP.
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